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Abstract

A general iterative technique for approximate
throughput computation of stochastic strongly con�
nected marked graphs is presented� It generalizes
a previous technique based on net decomposition
through a single input�single output cut� allowing the
split of the model through any cut� The approach has
two basic foundations� First� a deep understanding of
the qualitative behaviour of marked graphs leads to
a general decomposition technique� Second� after the
decomposition phase� an iterative response time ap�
proximation method is applied for the computation of
the throughput� Experimental results on several ex�
amples generally have an error of less than ��� The
state space is usually reduced by more than one or�
der of magnitude� therefore the analysis of otherwise
intractable systems is possible�

Keywords� Petri net models� Marked graphs�
Functional and performance analysis� Structural de�
composition� Iterative response time approximation�

� Introduction

Stochastic Marked Graphs �SMG	s
 are a well�known
subclass of stochastic Petri net models� They allow
concurrency and synchronization but not decisions�
From a queueing network perspective� it can be seen
��� that� provided strong connectivity� they are iso�
morphic to fork�join queueing networks with blocking
�FJQN�B
�

In this paper we consider strongly connected
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SMG	s with time and marking independent exponen�
tially distributed service times associated with tran�
sitions� For this class of models� several computa�
tion techniques have been presented in the literature�
Exact performance results can be obtained from the
numerical solution of the underlying continuous time
Markov chain �CTMC
 ��� but the state explosion
problem makes intractable the evaluation of large sys�
tems� The e�cient computation of exact performance
indices of SMG	s cannot be done analytically because
local balance property does not hold in general ����
The alternative approach of bounds computation has
been studied by several authors using di�erent tech�
niques �see� e�g�� ��� �
�

Concerning approximation techniques� several pro�
posals have been done� In ��� a method is pro�
posed for nets that admit a time scale decomposition
based on near�complete decomposability of Markov
chains� Near decomposability properties are also
used in ��� for an iterative approximate solution
of weakly connected nets� In ��� some particular
queueing networks with subnetworks having popula�
tion constraints are analyzed using �ow equivalent ag�
gregation �i�e�� a non�iterative technique
 and Marie	s
method ��� �the idea is to replace a subsystem by
an equivalent exponential service station with load�
dependent service rates obtained by analyzing the
subsystem in isolation under a load�dependent Pois�
son arrival process
� An alternative approach is pre�
sented in ��� to compute approximate throughput
for SMG	s� In that work� the original system is also
split in subsystems and a delay equivalence criterion
is used for throughput approximation� The service
rates for the aggregated subsystems are marking de�
pendent� In ���� response time approximation is ap�
plied for an iterative computation of the throughput
of SMG	s� The main di�erences with respect to the
work in ��� are two� �rst� the splitting of the MG is
more �rmly based on qualitative theory of MG	s and
second� the service rates for aggregated subsystems
are constant �similar accuracy of the throughput is
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obtained with simpler and more robust algorithms
�

A discussion of the above recalled techniques is pre�
sented in ��� for the throughput approximation of
SMG	s� We summarize now some of the conclusions�
Flow equivalent aggregation is clearly the most e��
cient method �it is not an iterative method
� In this
method� the behaviour of the subsystem is assumed
to be independent of the arrival process and depends
only on the number of customers in the system� In
many cases� this assumption is violated �see ���
�
therefore the method cannot be applied�

Marie	s method behaves correctly in many cases�
As with many iterative methods� the uniqueness of
the solution cannot be proven although numerical ex�
perience has shown that a unique point does indeed
exist� The main drawback is that convergence some�
times presents a problem ���

Concerning the delay equivalence technique pre�
sented in ���� its convergence may sometimes con�
stitute a problem� The robustness of the method is
improved in ���� where the service rates of the aggre�
gated subsystems are made constant� Some problems
of this approach have been reported in ��� where it
is shown that the speed of convergence strongly de�
pends on the initial values estimated for the service
rates that represent the aggregated subsystem� More�
over� for several models the authors were not able to
�nd initial values for which the method would con�
verge�

Finally� the response time approximation method
introduced in ��� shows similar accuracy as delay
equivalence� but at a greatly reduced computational
cost� The method seems to be insensitive with respect
to the initial values of service rates and is the one
which requires the least amount of iterations� The
main drawback of this method is that the original MG
must be decomposed into two subsystems each one
with only one input place and only one output place
�single input�single output or SISO cut
� and such
decomposition is not always possible� A generaliza�
tion to SIMO �single input�multiple output
� MISO
�multiple input�single output
� and MIMO �multiple
input�multiple output
 cuts has been proposed but it
presents serious problems concerning the quality of
the results ���� These problems are due to the fact
that the structure of the net must be modi�ed� by
adding a �dummy synchronization� transition� to get
a SISO cut� and this transformation can lead to a
system with a considerably di�erent behaviour�

In this paper� we follow an iterative response time
approximation technique that avoids the problems de�
rived from the application of the method in ��� for
the general cases �SIMO� MISO� or MIMO cuts
�

The approach is deeply based on qualitative theory
of MG�s� More precisely� given an arbitrary cut �sub�
set of places producing a net partition
� a structural
decomposition technique is developed in this paper
that allows us to split a strongly connected MG into
two aggregated subsystems and a basic skeleton sys�
tem� And what is more important� the behaviours
of the subsystems� including steps� language of �ring
sequences and reachable markings� are equivalent to
the whole system behaviour �projected on the corre�
sponding subsets of nodes
� The better the qualita�
tive behaviour of the system is represented by the
aggregated subsystems� the more accurate the quan�
titative approximation will be�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section �� ba�
sic notation and fundamental properties on MG	s and
implicit places are presented� Section � includes the
structural decomposition of MG	s used in the rest of
the paper� The iterative technique for approximate
throughput computation is described in Section ��
Section � includes several application examples to il�
lustrate the introduced technique� Finally� conclud�
ing remarks are presented in Section ��

� Basics on stochastic marked

graphs

��� Basic notations

We assume that the reader is familiar with concepts
of P�T nets� In this section we present notations used
in later sections� for further extensions the reader is
referred to ���� ���
N � �P� T� F 
 is a net if P and T are disjoint sets

of places and transitions� respectively and F � �P �
T 
� �T �P 
� We shall only consider nets with �nite
and nonempty sets of places and transitions� A net is
connected if and only if the least equivalence relation
which includes F is �P � T 
� �P � T 
�

Let N � �P� T� F 
 be a net� A path of N is a se�
quence x� � � � xk of elements �places and transitions

of N satisfying �x�� x�
� � � � � �xk��� xk
 � F � It is a
circuit if �xk� x�
 � F � A path �circuit
 is called sim�
ple if all elements in the sequence de�ning the path
�circuit
 are di�erent� In this paper we only consider
simple paths and circuits� We denote by P�x� y
�
x� y � P � T � the set of simple paths from x to y�
This notion is extended to sets of elements� P�X�Y 

is the union of the P�x� y
 for all x � X and for all
y � Y �
N is strongly connected if for every two elements x�

y of N there exists a path x � � � y� Pre� and Post�sets
of elements are denoted by the dot�notation� �x �
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fy j �y� x
 � Fg and x� � fy j �x� y
 � Fg� This notion
is extended to sets of elements� �X is the union of the
pre�sets of elements of X � X� is the union of the post�
sets of elements of X �

A function M � P � f�� �� � � �g �usually repre�
sented in vector form
 is called a marking� A net
system is a couple hN �M�i of a net N and an initial
marking M�� A transition t is enabled at marking
M if for all p � �t�M �p � �� An enabled transi�
tion can be �red� The fact that M � is reached from
M by �ring t is represented by M �tiM �� A sequence
of transitions � � t�t� � � � tk is a �ring sequence of
hN �M�i if there exist a sequence of markings such
that M��t�iM��t�i � � �Mk���tkiMk� it can be written
asM���iMk� andMk is said to be reachable fromM�

by �ring �� A step at a marking M is a maximal set
of transitions concurrently �rable from M �

The reachability set R�N �M�
 is the set of all
markings reachable from M�� L�N �M�
 is the lan�
guage of �ring sequences of hN �M�i �L�N �M�
 �
f� jM���ig
�

A marked graph �MG
 is a Petri net such that each
place has exactly one input transition and exactly one
output transition� MG	s allow synchronization but
no choice� MG	s are a subclass of ordinary Petri nets
for which a simple� powerful� and elegant theory al�
lows very e�cient analysis and synthesis algorithms�
A summary of structure theory of MG	s can be found
in ����

��� Implicit places and MG�s

An implicit place never is the unique restricting the
�ring of its output transitions� Let N be any net
and N p be the net resulting from adding a place p
to N � If M� is an initial marking of N � Mp

� denotes
the initial marking of N p and m��p � M

p
� �p� The

incidence matrix of N is C and lp is the incidence
vector of place p�

De�nition ��� ��� Let hN �M�i be a net system and
p �� P be a place to be added� Then p is an implicit
place 	IP
 with respect to hN �M�i 	or equivalently� it
is an implicit place in hN p�M

p
� i
 i� the languages of

�ring sequences of hN �M�i and hN p�M
p
� i coincide�

That is� L�N �M�
 � L�N p�M
p
� 
�

A place is an IP depending on the initial marking�
M�� Places which can be implicit for any M� are
said to be structurally implicit �SIP
� Inside the class
of SIP	s we are interested in the so called marking
structurally implicit places �MSIP
 whose structural
characterization is given in the following result�

Theorem ��� ��� Let N be a net and p be a place
with incidence vector lp� The place p is an MSIP in
N p i� there exists Y 	 � such that Y T � C � lp�

From this characterization of an MSIP� p� a method
to compute an initial marking of p making it implicit
with respect to hN �M�i is presented in ����

In the following� we characterize a special class
of MSIP	s with respect to strongly connected MG	s
called TT�MSIP�s� These places have only one input
arc and one output arc and therefore� N p will be also
an MG� The row of the incidence matrix correspond�
ing to a TT�MSIP can be obtained from the summa�
tion of rows corresponding to the places in any path
from the input transition to the output transition of
the place� Moreover� we characterize the minimum
initial marking making these places implicit with re�
spect to hN �M�i and preserving its steps�

Theorem ��� Let N � �P� T� F 
 be a strongly con�
nected MG and p �� P be a place to be added with
one input transition ti � T 	�p � ftig
 and one out�
put transition to � T 	p� � ftog
� The place p is
a TT�MSIP with respect to N and 
� � P�ti� to
�
lp �

P
pj��

lpj �

Proof� If N is a strongly connected MG�
for all path� � � P�ti� to
� of the form ti��
t�
p�t� � � � tk��pk��tk�� to
�

�pj � ftjg� pj
� �

ftj��g� j � �� � � � � k � �� Therefore� the summation
of the rows in the incidence matrix corresponding to
the places in �� V �

P
pj��

lpj � veri�es�

��
 V �t � �� 
t �� ��

��
 V �ti � V �t� �
P

pj��
lpj �t� � if ti �� to then

lp� �t� � � else lp� �t� � lpk��
�to � ��

��
 V �tr �
P

pj��
lpj �tr � lpr��

�tr � lpr �tr � ��


tr � �� r � � � � � �k � �
�

��
 V �to � V �tk �
P

pj��
lpj �tk � if ti �� to then

lpk��
�tk � �� else lp� �ti � lpk��

�tk � ��

That is� vector V coincides with the incidence vec�
tor� lp� of p� and according to Theorem ���� p is
an MSIP �with Y �pj  � if pj � � then � else ��

pj � P 
 and also a TT�MSIP�

The following result characterizes the minimum ini�
tial marking of a TT�MSIP to be implicit preserving
all steps of the net system hN �M�i� This marking is
computed from the contents of tokens of the exist�
ing paths from the input transition of p to its output
transition�
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Theorem ��� Let hN �M�i be a strongly connected
and live MG� and p �� P be a TT�MSIP to be added
with �p � ftig and p� � ftog� The minimum initial
marking of p to be an IP in hN p�M

p
� i preserving all

steps of hN �M�i is

mmin
� �p � minf

X
pj��

M��pj  j� � P�ti� to
g�

Proof� First we prove that p is an IP with an
initial marking m��p � mmin

� �p �i�e�� L�N �M�
 �
L�N p�Mp

� 

�
L�N p�M

p
� 
 � L�N �M�
� Removing place p from

N p� we remove constraints for �ring transitions�
Therefore� all sequence � � L�N p�M

p
� 
 are also

�rable in hN �M�i�
L�N �M�
 � L�N p�M

p
� 
� We prove this part

by contradiction� Let � be a sequence �rable in
hN �M�i but not �rable in hN p�M

p
� i� Let �� be

the maximal pre�x of � �rable in hN �M�i and
hN p�M

p
� i� M����iM and M

p
� ���iM

p� Obviously�
Mp�pi � M �pi for all pi � P � The only tran�
sition preventing to �nish the �ring of � after the
�ring of �� in hN p�M

p
� i is to� This means that

m�p � m��p � lp � ��� � �� Now� we select a
path � � P�ti� to
 such that m��p �

P
pj��

M��pj �

Moreover� according to Theorem ���� lp �
P

pj��
lpj �

Therefore� substituting these last expressions in the
above expression of m�p we obtain� � � m�p �P

pj��
M��pj  �

P
pj��

lpj � ��� �
P

pj��
M �pj � But

this contradicts the hypothesis from which � is �rable
in hN �M�i and therefore the place pj � �to in the
path � must contain at least one token�

In order to prove that m��p � mmin
� �p is the min�

imum initial marking making p an IP preserving the
steps of hN �M�i we distinguish two cases�
Case � �ti �� to� i�e�� p is self�loop free
� In this

case� since p is an IP for m��p� it is step preserving
���� We prove that m��p is the minimum initial
marking�

First we build a sequence� �� of maximal length
in hN �M�i �ring only transitions of T n ftig� All
reached markings throughout the sequence are di�er�
ent� on the contrary we have a reproducible sequence
without transition ti and this is not possible in MG	s�
This sequence is �nite because the number of di�er�
ent markings in a bounded net is �nite� Since the
sequence is maximal� we reach a marking M from
which ti is the unique �rable transition �the net sys�
tem is live
� M���iM �

In hN �Mi there exists a path� ��� from ti to to
where all places contain zero tokens� In e�ect� the
only �rable transition from M is ti� then all transi�
tions of T n ftig have at least one input place with

zero tokens� Therefore� to has an empty input place
with an input transition that has another empty in�
put place� and so on� This sequence cannot be a
circuit because the MG is live and then one of the
places in the sequence is an output place of ti�

Taking into account that p is an IP with respect
to hN �M�i� � is also �rable in hN p�M

p
� i and the

number of tokens in p is� m�p � m��p � lp � ���
Let � be a path of P�ti� to
 such that m��p �P

pj��
M��pj � Moreover� according to Theorem ����

lp �
P

pj��
lpj �

P
pk���

lpk � because �
� � P�ti� to
�

but in general m��p �
P

pk���
M��pk� Consid�

ering these expressions� we can rewrite the con�
tents of tokens of p in the following way� m�p �P

pj��
M��pj  �

�P
pj��

lpj

�
� �� �

P
pk���

M��pk ��P
pk���

lpk

�
� �� �

P
pk���

M �pk � ��

Therefore� m��p is a minimal initial marking be�
cause there exists a �rable sequence in hN p�M

p
� i that

empties the place�

Case � �ti � to� i�e�� p is a self�loop
� In this case�
the minimal initial marking to make p an IP is equal
to one� We prove that in order to preserve the steps of
hN �M�i we need at least the initial marking stated�

From hN �M�i we can obtain a new net hN ��M �
�i by

splitting the transition ti into two transitions t and t�

such that� �t � �ti and t�
�
� ti

�� and a new ordinary
place pi such that� �pi � ftg and pi

� � ft�g and
M �

��pi � �� Let M be the set of reachable markings
of hN ��M �

�i in which the marking of place pi is equal
to zero� It is trivial to verify that the setM projected
with respect to the set of places P coincides with the
set of reachable markings of hN �M�i� Therefore� the
set of steps of hN �M�i is enclosed in the set of steps
of hN ��M �

�i renaming the appearings of t by ti and
removing the appearings of t��

Let us consider a place p with �p � ft�g and
p� � ftg with respect to hN ��M �

�i� Applying the
previous Case � to place p we conclude that the min�
imum initial marking to make implicit place p with
respect to hN ��M �

�i and preserving the steps of the
net is equal to the minimal contents of tokens in the
paths from t� to t �i�e�� the circuits of the net system
hN �M�i traversing the transition ti
� Therefore� ac�
cording to the previous paragraph a self�loop� p� with
this initial marking preserves the steps of hN �M�i�
Moreover� it is minimal because the steps requiring
the maximum amount of tokens in p are the steps of
hN �M�i �they contain the output transition of p
�

Corollary ��� Let hN �M�i be a strongly connected
and live MG� and p �� P be a TT�MSIP to be added
with �p � ftig and p� � ftog� The place p is an IP
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Figure �� An SMG �a
� its decomposition in aggregated systems AS� �b
� AS� �c
� and the basic skeleton
�d
�
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in hN p�M
p
� i preserving all steps of hN �M�i for all

initial marking m��p 	 mmin
� �p�

Proof� If we removem��p�mmin
� �p tokens from

p� then p is an IP in hN p�M
p
� i preserving all steps

of hN �M�i �Theorem ���
� Therefore� all sequences
and steps of hN �M�i are �rable in hN p�Mp

� i� On the
other hand� m��p � mmin

� �p tokens in p are frozen�
hence the sequences and steps of hN p�M

p
� i coincide

with those of hN �M�i� In e�ect� add the place p

to a net system hN p� �M
p�

� i where p� is a place such
that �p� � ftig� p�

�
� ftog and its initial marking

is mmin
� �p�� hN p� �M

p�

� i has the same sequences and
steps that hN �M�i �Theorem ���
� and there exists

a sequence in hN p� �M
p�

� i that empties the place p��
The place p is identical to the place p�� hence the
minimum marking of p is reached when p� is empty
�i�e� it contains m��p�mmin

� �p tokens
�

The Theorem ��� characterizes the minimum ini�
tial marking of a TT�MSIP to be an IP with respect
to hN �M�i in terms of the contents of tokens of the
paths P�ti� to
� The computation of this minimum
initial marking can be done applying an algorithm
from the graph theory to determine the cost of the
shortest path from a source vertex to a sink vertex
of a directed graph� G � �V�E
� obtained from the

original MG �see �� for implementations of these al�
gorithms
� In this graph� each vertex corresponds to
a transition of the net� There exists a directed arc be�
tween two vertices if and only if there exists a place in
the net connecting the two transitions that represent
the two vertices� The sense of the arc is the sense of
the tokens	 �ow between the transitions through the
place� Each arc has a non�negative cost equal to the
initial marking of the place that represents� More�
over� we add an arc t � t for each vertex t with a
cost equal to �

Therefore� if we apply the algorithm to solve the
shortest path problem in the directed graph G� we
obtain the smallest length of any path from ti to to�
denoted length�ti� to
� Observe� that length�ti� to
 �
minf

P
pj��

M��pj  j� � P�ti� to
g � mmin
� �p�

� Structural decomposition of

MG�s

The basic idea is the following� a strongly connected
and live MG �see Fig� ��a
 is split into two sub�
nets by a cut Q de�ned through some places �Q �
fZ�� Z�� Z�g� in Fig� ��a
� From the cut we de�ne
three nets� two aggregated subnets �AN � and AN ��

�



see Figs� ��b and ��c
 and a basic skeleton net �BN �
see Fig� ��d
� These nets will be obtained by sub�
stitution of the so called aggregable subnets� de�ned
from the cut Q� by a set of places� We select an
initial marking for each added place such that the
behaviour of the aggregated subnet is the behaviour
of the original MG hiding the behaviour of the aggre�
gable subnet�

De�nition ��� Let N � �P� T� F 
 be a strongly con�
nected MG� A subset of places� Q � P � is said to be a
cut of N i� there exist two subnets� N� � �P�� T�� F�

and N� � �P�� T�� F�
� of N verifying

i
 T� � T� � T � T� � T� � �

ii
 P� � T�
� � �T�� P� � T�

� � �T�

iii
 P� � P� � P � P� � P� � Q

iv
 Fi � F � ��Pi � Ti
 � �Ti � Pi

� i � f�� �g

De�nition ��� Let N � �P� T� F 
 be a strongly con�
nected MG� Q � P a cut of N � and N� � �P�� T�� F�
�
N� � �P�� T�� F�
 the two subnets associated with the
cut 	by Def� ��
� The subnets NAi

� �PAi
� TAi

� FAi

�

i � f�� �g� are called the aggregable subnets of the cut
Q� where

i
 PAi
� Pi nQ

ii
 TAi
� Ti n TQ� where TQ � �Q �Q�

iii
 FAi
� Fi � ��PAi

� TAi

 � �TAi

� PAi




The places p � PAi
such that �p � TAi

� � 	resp��
p� � TAi

� �
 are called source places 	resp�� sink
places
 of NAi

� The set of input transitions of the
source places and output transitions of the sink places
are called interface transitions of NAi

�

We denote PAi
the set of paths in the net NAi

from
a source place to a sink place� IPAi

denotes the set
of TT�MSIP	s with respect to N obtained from each
path of PAi

by the linear combination of the rows
in the incidence matrix corresponding to the path	s
places� In the sequel� we de�ne the so called aggre�
gated subnets of an MG hN �M�i with respect to a
cut Q� These subnets will be obtained by substitut�
ing in N of an aggregable subnet NAi

by the set of
places IPAi

� This substitution is an abstraction of
the subnet NAi

� We select an initial marking for each
place p � IPAi

�called aggregation�s initial mark�
ing� ma

� �p
 equal tom
a
� �p � minf

P
pj��

M��pj  j lp �P
pj��

lpj and � � PAi
g� With this initial marking

we prove that the behaviour of the aggregated sub�
net is the behaviour of the original MG by hiding the
behaviour of NAi

�

De�nition ��� Let hN �M�i be a strongly connected
and live MG� Q � P a cut of N � and NAi

� i �
�� �� be the aggregable subnets de�ned by the cut Q�
The aggregated subsystem AS i � hAN i�M

AN i

� i is
the net system obtained from hN �M�i by substituting
the subnet NAj

by the set of places IPAj
with m��p �

ma
� �p� for all p � IPAj

� i � �� �� j � �� � and j ��
i� The basic skeleton system� BS � hBN �MBN

� i� is
the system obtained from hN �M�i by substituting the
subnets NA�

and NA�
by the set of places IPA�

and
IPA�

with m��p � ma
� �p � minf

P
pj��

M��pj  j lp �P
pj��

lpj and � � PAi
g� for all p � IPA�

� IPA�
�

Theorem ��� Let hN �M�i be a strongly connected
and live MG� Q � P a cut of N and AS i be the ag�
gregated subsystem obtained from hN �M�i by substi�
tuting the subnet NAj

by the set of places IPAj
with

MAN i

� �p � if p � IPAj
then ma

� �p else M��p�
i � �� �� j � �� �� and j �� i�

i
 L�N �M�
jTnTAj � L�AN i�M
AN i

� 
�

ii
 R�N �M�
jPnPAj � R�AN i�M
AN i

� 
jPAN i
nIPAj

�

Proof� L�N �M�
jTnTAj � L�AN i�M
AN i

� 
� If

we add the places of IPAj
to hN �M�i then L�N �M�


is preserved because all places of IPAj
are IP with re�

spect to hN �M�i preserving its steps �Corollary ����
taking into account that ma

� �p 	 mmin
� �p
� All se�

quences �rable in this net are also �rable in the net
ASi after the removing of transitions in TAj

� This is
because in AS i we have removed all �ring constraints
appearing in hN �M�i imposed by NAj

�

L�AN i�M
AN i

� 
 � L�N �M�
jTnTAj � We prove

this part by contradiction� Let � be a sequence of
L�AN i�M

AN i

� 
 for which there is no �� � L�N �M�

such that � � ��jTnTAj � Let �� be the maxi�

mal pre�x of � for which there is a sequence ��� �
L�N �M�
 verifying �� � ���jTnTAj � If M���

�
�iM and

MAN i

� ���iMAN i � it is trivial to verify that M �p �
MAN i �p for all p � �P n PAj


� The next transi�
tion to ��� t� in � must be an output transition of a
sink place of NAj

� because these transitions are the
unique transitions of ASi with additional constraints
to �re in hN �M�i� This constraints arise from NAj

but not from the places IPAj
because they are im�

plicit with respect to hN �M�i� All maximal �rable
sequences in hN �Mi containing only transitions of
NAj

never can enable the transition t because �� is
the maximal pre�x of � for which there is a sequence
��� � L�N �M�
 verifying �� � ���jTnTAj � Let M � be

a marking reachable in hN �Mi �ring a maximal se�
quence� ��� in hN �Mi containing only transitions of

�



NAj
� At M � there exists an empty path in the NAj

from a source place to a sink place that inputs to
transition t� In e�ect� at M � all transitions of NAj

are not enabled� hence have at least one empty input
place� Moreover� t has at least one empty input place
being a sink place of NAj

because t is not enabled
at M �� Therefore� t has an empty input place whose
input transition has an empty input place� and so on�
until we reach a source place of NAj

� This means
that a place in IPAj

corresponding to this path is
an input place of t containing zero tokens� but this
contradicts the hypothesis from which t is �rable in
AS i�
R�N �M�
jPnPAj � R�AN i�M

AN i

� 
jPAN i
nIPAj

�

To prove this� observe that P n PAj
� PAN i

n IPAj

from the de�nition of AN i� Taking into account the
part �i
 of this theorem� the stated equality of mark�
ings	 sets holds�

Corollary ��� Let hN �M�i be a strongly connected
and live MG� Q � P a cut of N � and BS the basic
skeleton system obtained from hN �M�i by substitut�
ing the subnets NA�

and NA�
by the set of places

IPA�
and IPA�

� respectively� and MBN
� �p � if

p � IPA�
� IPA�

then ma
� �p else M��p�

i
 L�N �M�
jTn�TA�
�TA�

� � L�BN �MBN
� 
�

ii
 R�N �M�
jPn�PA�
�PA�

� �

R�BN �MBS
� 
jPBN n�IPA�

�IPA�
��

Proof� The proof of the corollary can be de�
composed into two steps� ��
 The proof of the be�
haviour equivalence between hN �M�i and AS� �that
is� the previous theorem
� ��
 The proof of the be�
haviour equivalence between AS� and BS� Taking
into account that AS i is a strongly connected and
live MG� the proof of this second part is the same
that the above theorem renaming� for example� AS�

as hN �M�i and BS as AS��

The main drawback of the above theorems concerns
the great number �exponential in the worst case
 of
places in IPAi

� In the following we present a method
to reduce the number of places to add� characterizing
a subset of IPAi

� denoted BIPAi
� with the property

that all places of IPAi
n BIPAi

are implicit with
respect to the places BIPAi

� Therefore� in order to
build the aggregated subnet we only add the set of
places BIPAi

instead of IPAi
�

Let us consider the aggregable subnet NAi
together

with its interface transitions� We derive from this net
a directed graph GAi

� �V�E
 in the same way to
that presented at the end of previous section�

If we apply the algorithm of R�W�Floyd to solve
the all�pairs shortest paths problem �see �� for imple�
mentations of this algorithm
 to the directed graph
GAi

� we obtain for each ordered pair of vertices �i�e��
transitions
 �t� t�
 the smallest length of any path
from t to t�� denoted length�t� t�
 �if this value is equal
to � there is no path from t to t�
� Observe� that
length�t� t�
 � minf

P
pj��

M��pj  j� is a path from

t to t�g� The computational complexity of this algo�
rithm is O�m�
� where m is the number of transitions
of the considered net� From this values we de�ne the
set of places BIPAi

as BIPAi
� fp j �p � ftg� p� �

ft�g� t� t� � TQ� length�t� t
�
 ��g�

For all p � BIPAi
we select an initial marking

m��p � length�t� t�
� It is trivial to verify that this
initial marking coincides with the previously de�ned
aggregation�s initial marking� ma

� �p� For instance� in
the case of Fig� ��b� BIPA�

� f beta �� beta � g and
m��beta � � m��beta � � ��

The following result states that all places of IPAi
n

BIPAi
are implicit with respect to the places BIPAi

�
Therefore� in order to build the aggregated subsystem
we only add the set of places BIPAi

instead of IPAi
�

Property ��� Each place p � IPAi
nBIPAi

with an
initial marking equal to ma

� �p is implicit with respect
to the set of places BIPAi

each one with an initial
marking equal to the aggregation�s marking�

Proof� Let p � IPAi
n BIPAi

be a place ob�
tained from the summation of the rows in the inci�
dence matrix corresponding to the places of a path�
Let t� t� � TQ be the interface transitions of this
path� Because of the existence of this path� af�
ter the application of the Floyd	s algorithm we have
length�t� t�
 �� � therefore there exists an identical
place in BIPAi

with the same initial marking�

In many cases the set BIPAi
is bigger than neces�

sary because some places can be implicit in AS i� In
order to remove one of these unnecessary places� p�
we can apply the method described at the end of the
previous section to compute the shortest path from
�p to p�� The place p can be removed if the output
of this algorithm is less than or equal to the aggre�
gation	s marking of p� Observe that in the case of
Fig� ��b� the set BIPA�

contains �� places but a fur�
ther removing of places leads to a minimum set of �
places� named �i� i � �� � � � � � in the �gure�

�



� Iterative technique for ap�

proximate throughput com�

putation

In previous section� an algorithm to decompose an
MG into two aggregated subsystems and a basic
skeleton system �being also MG	s
 has been pre�
sented� In aggregated subsystem AS i �i � �� �
�
the subnet Nj �j �� i
 is represented by the places
in the cut Q� by the interface transitions of Nj �
TIj � TQ � Tj � and by the new places that substi�
tute the subnet NAj

�

The technique for an approximate computation of
the throughput that we present now is� basically� a
response time approximation method ��� ��� ��� The
interface transitions of Nj in AS i approximate the
response time of all the subsystem Nj �i � �� �� j ��
i
� A direct �non�iterative
 method to compute the
constant service rates of such interface transitions in
order to represent the aggregation of the subnet gives�
in general� low accuracy� Therefore� we are forced to
de�ne a �xed�point search iterative process� with the
possible drawback of the presence of convergence and
e�ciency problems�

��� First approach� Ping�Pong algo�

rithm

The �rst algorithm that we explored� called �Ping�
Pong�� follows�

select a cut Q�

derive aggregated subsystems AS i� i � �� ��
give value 	�t for each t � TI� in AS��

compute value of throughput 
�
� of AS��

k �� �� fcounter for iteration stepsg
repeat

k �� k � ��
compute 	kt for each t � TI� such that the

throughput 
k� of AS� is

close enough to 
k��
� �

compute 	kt for each t � TI� such that the

throughput 
k� of AS� is

close enough to 
k��

until convergence of 
k� and 
k��

In the above procedure� once a cut has been se�
lected and given some initial values for the service
rates of interface transitions of N� �which approxi�
mate the response time of all the subsystem N�
� the
underlying CTMC of aggregated subsystem AS� is
solved� From the solution of that CTMC� the �rst

estimation 
�
� of the throughput of AS� can be com�

puted� Then� the initial estimated values of service
rates of interface transitions that approximate the re�
sponse time of subsystem N� must be derived� This
must be done in such a way that the throughput 
�

�

of AS� is �close enough� to 
�
�� Then� a better esti�

mation of rates 	kt for each t � TI� must be computed
such that the throughput 
�

� of AS� is close enough to

�
�� The process is iterated until 
k� and 
k� converge�

The �rst problem of the above sketch of approxi�
mation algorithm is that a multidimensional search
on the parameters of a complex CTMC in order to
get a given throughput cannot be done in an e�cient
way� A possible solution to this problem is the fol�
lowing� In the iterative process� each time that an
aggregated subsystem AS i� i � �� �� is solved� the ra�
tios among the service rates 	kt of all the transitions
in TIi are estimated� After that� when the other sub�
system ASj � j �� i� is solved� only a scale factor for
these service rates must be computed� The goal is to
�nd a scale factor of 	kt for all t � TIj �and �xed k

such that the throughput of ASj and the throughput
of AS i� computed before� are the same� And this can
be achieved with a linear search of the scale factor in
ASj �

At this point� the main technical problem is the
following� How to estimate from the solution of ASi
the ratios among the service rates of all transitions
in TIi that in the next step �solution of ASj
 will
be scaled to obtain an approximation of the response
time of the subsystem Ni 

We explain our answer to this question by means of
the example depicted in Fig� �� Figure ��b represents
the aggregated subsystemAS� derived from the origi�
nal MG� It is necessary to compute the ratio between
the service rate of T� and T� to be used as input
data for the linear search of the scale factor in AS�

�Fig� ��c
� In order to do that� the aggregated subsys�
tem AS� is transformed �as depicted in Fig� ��b
 with
the addition of places BIPA�

� falph ��alph �g� The
obtained system is behaviourally equivalent to AS�

because the added places �which are those that will
substitute NA�


� are implicit� These new places allow
to estimate the ratio between the �aggregated service
times� of transitions T� and T� �representing the re�
sponse time approximation of N�
� as the quotient of
the mean marking of alph � by the mean marking of
alph �� because the throughput of all transitions is
the same�

Now� two problems arise� First� the linear search
of the scale factor must be done in the aggregated
subsystems� that can have a considerably large state
space� thus the e�ciency of the method falls down�

�



Additionally� we have found convergence problems in
many cases� A solution for both problems is proposed
in the next subsection�

��� A solution� Pelota
 algorithm

The more practical solution of the problem we found
makes use of the third system �another MG
 derived
from the original one� in previous section� the basic
skeleton� The basic skeleton contains the interface
subsystem and a simpli�ed view �using the places
BIPAi

� i � �� �� computed by the algorithm in previ�
ous section
 of subsystems NAi

� i � �� ��
The idea is to use the basic skeleton as an inter�

mediate point �fronton
 between the two aggregated
subnets �rackets
� as explained in this algorithm�

select a cut Q�

derive AS i� i � �� � and BS�
give initial value 	�t for each t � TI��

k �� �� fcounter for iteration stepsg
repeat

k �� k � ��
solve aggregated subsystem AS� with

input� 	k��
t for each t � TI��

output� ratios among 	kt of t � TI� and 
k��

solve basic skeleton system BS with

input� 	k��
t for each t � TI��

ratios among 	kt of t � TI�� and 
k��

output� scale factor of 	kt of t � TI��

solve aggregated subsystem AS� with

input� 	kt for each t � TI��

output� ratios among 	kt of t � TI� and 
k��

solve basic skeleton system BS with

input� 	kt for each t � TI��

ratios among 	kt of t � TI�� and 
k��

output� scale factor of 	kt of t � TI��

until convergence of 
k� and 
k��

In this iterative process� each time that an aggre�
gated subsystem AS i� i � �� �� is solved� only the
throughput 
ki and the ratios among the service rates
	kt of all the transitions in TIi are estimated �with
the method explained in previous subsection
� After
that� a scale factor for these service rates must be
computed� This is achieved by using the basic skele�
ton system BS� The goal is to �nd a scale factor of
	kt for all t � TIi such that the throughput of the
basic skeleton and the throughput of ASi� computed
before� are the same� A linear search of the scale fac�
tor must be implemented� but now in a net system

�Game played by two players who use a basket strapped
to their wrists or a wooden racket to propel a ball against a
specially marked wall� called fronton�

with considerably fewer states �the basic skeleton
� In
each iteration of this linear search� the basic skeleton
is solved by deriving the underlying CTMC�

Now� the existence and uniqueness of the solution�
and the convergence of the method should be ad�
dressed� Although no formal proof gives positive an�
swers so far to the above questions� extensive testing
allows the conjecture that there exists one and only
one solution� computable in a �nite number of steps�
typically between � and � if the convergence criterion
is that the di�erence between the two last estimations
of the throughput is less than �����

� Examples

In this section we present several numerical results of
the application of the iterative technique previously
introduced� Among all the tested examples� we have
selected two di�erent Petri net structures because of
their following characteristics� the �rst one �already
introduced in Fig� �
 is structurally asymmetric while
the second has symmetries� for the second one� the ef�
fect of timing asymmetries on the iterative algorithm
can be studied by changing the service rates of tran�
sitions �preserving the strong structural symmetry
�
In all cases� the obtained approximations are com�
pared with exact values obtained from the numerical
solution of the underlying CTMC �GreatSPN pack�
age was used ��
�

Let us consider again the SMG depicted in Fig� ��a�
The exact value of the throughput is equal to
�������� �if single�server semantics is assumed
� The
underlying CTMC has ����� states� The aggre�
gated systems AS� and AS� are depicted in Figs� ��b
and ��c� respectively� The corresponding basic skele�
ton system is that in Fig� ��d�

Table � shows the iterative results obtained for this
example� The values in AS� columns have been ob�
tained from the solution of the aggregated system
in Fig� ��b� 
� is the throughput of AS�� columns
tau �� tau �� and tau  are the estimated values of
the service rates of the aggregated transition tau ��
tau �� and tau �� computed in AS�� column coe� is
the scale factor of previous estimated service rates�
obtained by the linear search in the basic skeleton
of Fig� ��d� Columns related with AS� represent the
analogous values for the aggregated system in Fig� ��c�
Convergence of the method can be observed from the
third iteration step� The error is ����������� after
the �fth step� The following additional fact must be
remarked� the underlying CTMC	s of AS�� AS�� and
the basic skeleton have ����� ����� and ��� states� re�
spectively� while the original SMG has ����� states�

�



Table �� Iteration results for the SMG in Fig� ��

AS� AS�

�� tau 
 tau � tau � coe� �� rho 
 rho � rho � coe�
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Table �� Iteration results for the SMG in Fig� � with all service rates of transition equal to ����

Initial values of service rates of rho �� rho �� rho �� and rho 	 equal to �
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AS� AS�
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Table �� Iteration results for the SMG in Fig� � with service rates of transition T� to T� equal to ��� and of
transitions T� to T�� equal to ����

AS� AS�
�� tau � tau � tau � tau 	 coe� �� rho � rho � rho � rho 	 coe�
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Table �� Iteration results for the SMG in Fig� � with service rates of transition T�� T�� T�� T�� T�� T���
T��� and T�� equal to ���� and the rest equal to ����
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Figure �� A second example of SMG and its decom�
position�
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As a second example� let us consider the SMG
depicted in Fig� ��a� Any splitting of the net
will generate two strongly coupled aggregated sub�
nets� We select the following cut� Q �
fP��� P��� P��� P��� P��� P��� P��� P��g� The cor�
responding aggregated systems are depicted in
Figs� ��b and ��c� The basic skeleton is that in
Fig� ��d� The CTMC underlying the original SMG
has ������ while those underlying the aggregated sys�
tems have ����� The basic skeleton has ��� reachable
states�

We consider three di�erent situations arising from
di�erent transition service rates �we assume in�nite�
server semantics in all cases
� In the �rst case� we
suppose that the service rates of all transitions are
equal to ���� In this case� the exact throughput of
the SMG is ���������

Table � shows the iteration results for three di�er�
ent selections of initial values of aggregated service
rates of transitions rho �� rho �� rho � and rho �� It
can be seen that in all cases convergence occurs at
the third iteration step� independently of the initial
values given to the aggregated service rates� This fact
illustrates the robustness of the method with respect
to the seed� The error of the approximation in all
cases is �����

As a second case� consider again the SMG in
Fig� ��a but now with asymmetric service rates asso�
ciated with transitions� Assume that the service rates
of transitions T� to T� are all equal to ���� while ser�
vice rates of transition T� to T�� are equal to ����
In this case the exact throughput of the original sys�
tem is ��������� The iteration results are shown in
Table �� Now� the initial values of aggregated service
rates of transitions rho �� rho �� rho � and rho  are
equal to ���� Convergence can be observed from the
second iteration step and the error of the obtained
value is ������

Finally� consider once more the SMG of Fig� ��a�
but now with the following service rates associated
with transitions� the rates of T�� T�� T�� T�� T��
T��� T��� and T�� are equal to ���� while the rest
are equal to ���� In this case� the exact throughput is
��������� The iteration results are shown in Table ��
Again� convergence can be observed from the second
iteration step� The error is now ������

	 Conclusions

In order to derive a general� e�cient� and accurate
technique for throughput approximation of stochastic
marked graphs using the divide and conquer princi�
ple� qualitative theory ought to guide the decompo�

��



sition phase �this principle underlies several previous
works on the topic ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��
�

This was the �rst objective of the paper� the pre�
sentation of a general structural decomposition tech�
nique allowing to split a given marked graph through
an arbitrary cut �subset of places
 and to derive two
aggregated subsystems whose qualitative behaviours
are projections of the whole system qualitative be�
haviour� The technical tool to achieve this problem
has been the use of implicit places� a subsystem of
the original marked graph can be substituted by a
minimal set of implicit places that represent an ab�
straction of the subsystem� leading to an aggregated
subsystem� If the same process is applied to two com�
plementary subsystems� two aggregated subsystems
are derived� each one representing a portion of the
behaviour of the whole system�

The second phase of the analysis problem is the se�
lection of an approximate throughput computation
algorithm� Iterative response time approximation
technique was selected after a wide comparison with
other approaches present in the literature� In order to
assure the convergence of the method� a third subsys�
tem was used for a correct tuning of parameters� the
basic skeleton� It is obtained after the substitution
of both subnets by the corresponding implicit places�
Its behaviour is simple enough to allow a linear search
of the correct value of a parameter in order to get a
given throughput �the one obtained in previous iter�
ation step
�

Extensive numerical experiments using the method
sketched in previous paragraphs showed very good re�
sults with respect to e�ciency and accuracy� Conver�
gence is generally observed after a couple of iteration
steps and the approximate computation of through�
put can be achieved with a considerable saving of time
and memory �more than one order of magnitude in
many cases
 and with a very little error �less than
��
�

Eventhough we have considered only strongly
connected nets� the approach can be applied to
non�strongly connected marked graphs� The itera�
tive technique is used to compute the approximate
throughput of each strongly connected component in
isolation and� after that� ��� Theorem ��� applies�

An obvious generalization of the presented tech�
nique can be derived if the original system is par�
titioned into more than two subsystems� leading to
the classical tradeo� between e�ciency and accuracy�
The extension to more general net subclasses� like
macroplace�macrotransition nets proposed in ���� is
being considered by the authors�
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